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Let X be a Banach space, D an arbitrary subset of A’, and 7’: D-t X a set- 
condensing (k-set-contractive) mapping. The main result of this paper is: If X = I”, 
1 < p $ + cc, then T is ball-condensing (k-ball-contractive). It is also shown that 
this result does not hold for X = LP( [0, 11). 1 < p < + co, p # 2. c 1988 Academic 
Press, Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a metric space and A a bounded subset of X. Kuratowski [S] 
defined the set-measure of noncompactness of A, which will be denoted by 
cc(A), to be inf{s > 0: A can be covered by finitely many sets with diameter 
B E }. Another notion of measure of noncompactness (ball-measure, 
denoted by /3(A)) was introduced by several authors [4, lo] as inf{ s > 0:A 
can be covered by finitely many balls with diameter GE}. Associated with 
the notion of set-measure is the concept of k-set-contraction, defined as 
follows: If k z 0 is a given real number, T a continuous mapping from a 
subset D of X into another metric space Y, then T is said to be k-set-con- 
tractiue if, for any bounded subset A of D, c(( T(A)) d kcc(A). A continuous 
mapping T: D + Y is said to be set-condensing if a( T(A)) < cc(A) for every 
bounded subset A of D such that cc(A) > 0. The notions of k-ball-contractive 
and ball-condensing mappings are defined analogously. The set-measure 
and ball-measure of noncompactness and the associated notions of k-set- 
contraction and k-ball-contraction have proved useful in several areas of 
functional analysis and differential equations (see, for example, [ 1,2, 61). 
In spite of the similarity of the definitions, relationships between k-ball- 
contractions and k-set-contractions were only known in the linear case 
[7, 8, 111. However, in [3] it is proved that in a separable Hilbert space 
H, every k-set-contraction is a k-ball-contraction. The proof uses the inner 
product in H. The main purpose of this paper is to prove the same result 
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for a wider class of metric spaces, which contains the 1” spaces for 
1 < p < + co. In order to do that we define in Section 2 the /3-property for a 
metric space X and we prove that every k-set-contraction in a separable 
metric space X is a k-ball-contraction if and only if X has the P-property. 
In Section 3 we study some geometric properties of the Ip spaces, which let 
us prove that every Ip space has the P-property, and obtain the main result 
in this paper: Every k-set-contraction defined from an arbitrary subset D of 
lp into Ip is a k-ball-contraction. The inverse result only holds for p = 1 or 
p = + co. In the linear case, the results of [7, 8, 111 are applied to prove 
that linear k-ball-contractions in IP are k-set-contractions for 1 < p < + CO. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin with some definitions. Let X be a metric space and A an 
infinite bounded subset of X. Following [3], we say that A is an a-minimal 
(resp. p-minimal) set if cc(B) = cc(A) (resp. p(B) = B(A)) for every infinite 
subset B of A. We shall use in Sections 2 and 3 the following results which 
are proved in [3 J. 
1.1. LEMMA. Let X be a metric space and D an infinite subset of X. Then 
there exists a subset A of D such that A is a-minimal and B-minimal. If X is 
separable and D is a bounded set, A can be chosen such that b(D) = /l(A). 
1.2, LEMMA. Let X be a metric space and A an a-minimal subset of X. 
Then, for every positive number E, there exists an infinite subset B of A such 
that 
u(A)-Edd(x, y)<<(A)+& 
for every xEB, y~B,x#y. 
If X is a Banach space with norm ) .I and uniformly convex dual X*, it is 
known that the duality mapping J: X + X* is uniquely determined by the 
requirements (Jxl = 1x1 and (Jx 1 x) = (xl’. In [6] this mapping is explicitly 
constructed for X= Ip, 1 <p < + co. In this case it is easy to prove that 
J: lp + lq is sequentially continuous at zero when Ip and lq are endowed 
with the weak topologies. 
Finally, if X is a metric space, x a point of X, and r a positive number, 
we denote by B(x, r) the ball centered at x with radius r. A vector x in Ip 
will be denoted by (x~)~. Thus if (x,), is a sequence, where x, belongs to 
Ip, (x,k), denotes the scalar sequence formed by the kh-coordinates. By e, 
we denote the vector (Sk),, where Si = 1 if k = n and Si = 0 if k #n. 
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2. SET-CONTRACTIONS AND BALL-CONTRACTIONS 
IN METRIC SPACES WITH THE B-PROPERTY 
In this section we study the relationship between k-set-contractions and 
k-ball-contractions in a special class of metric spaces. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let X be a metric space. We say that X has the 
/?-property with constant p if for every infinite subset A of X satisfying 
(1) ?,bd(x,~‘)bcc,foreveryx~A, y~A,x#y, 
one has 
(2) wi db’(A)6w,. 
2.2. Remark. Let X be a metric space such that cc(A)=0 for every 
bounded subset A of X. If A is an infinite set satisfying (1 ), we have al = 0 
and p(A) = 0. Hence X has the /J-property for any constant p. Thus R” has 
the /?-property. In this paper we shall prove that every IP space has the 
b-property. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let X be a metric space with the p-property with constant p, 
and A an g-minimal and j-minimal subset of X. Then pa(A) = b(A). 
Proof: Let E be an arbitrary positive number. By Lemma 1.2 we can 
find an infinite subset B of A such that 
@(A)-Ebd(x, y)dz(A)+~, forevery x~B,y~B,x#y. 
Since X has the P-property and p(B) = b(A), we have 
AdA ) - ~1 d P(A 1 d AdA) + ~1. 
Letting E + 0 we obtain &A) = /I(A). 
For spaces with the /?-property with constant p = 1, we can obtain a 
stronger result: 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let X be a separable metric space. Then X has the 
/?-property with constant p = 1 if and only if every bounded subset A of X 
satisfies a(A) =/3(A). 
Proof: Let A be a bounded subset of X and assume that X has the 
j-property with constant 1. By Lemma 1.1, choose an a-minimal and 
p-minimal subset B of A satisfying P(B) = /?(A). By Lemma 2.3 we have 
fl( B) = c(( B) < @(A). Since a(A) < j(A) in any metric space we obtain 
cc(A) =/I(A). On the other hand, it is obvious that X has the P-property 
with constant 1 if a(A) = p(A) for every bounded subset A of X. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let X be a separable metric space. The following three 
assertions are equivalent: 
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(I) X has the P-property. 
(II) Zf D is a subset of X and T: D -+X is a k-set-contraction, then T 
is a k-ball-contraction. 
(III) Zf D is a subset of X and T: D + X is set-condensing, then T is 
ball-condensing. 
Proof: (I) * (II). Let X be a separable metric space with the P-property 
with constant p and T: D + X a k-set-contraction. Let A be an infinite 
bounded subset of D. By Lemma 1.1 there exists a subset B of A such that 
/I( T( B)) = fl( T(A)) and T(B) is x-minimal and p-minimal. We can also 
assume that B is a-minimal and p-minimal. By Lemma 2.3 B(B) = pu( B) 
and fi( T( B)) = ,ULGL( T( B)). Thus 
and T is a k-ball-contraction. 
(II) = (III). Let T: D -+X be set-condensing and assume by con- 
tradiction that there exists a bounded subset A of D such that B(A) > 0 and 
/I( T(A)) > B(A). By Lemma 1.1 there exists an a-minimal subset B of A 
such that /I( T(B)) = p( T(A)) and T(B) is a-minimal and p-minimal. 
Choose a positive number k, 1 < k < tx(B)/cr( T(B)). Then the mapping 
kT: B-+X is 1-set-contractive. Indeed, let C be an infinite subset of B. We 
have 
E(kT(C))=ku(T(C))Qkcc(T(B))<a(B)=cx(C). 
Thus kT: B + X is 1-ball-contractive and T: B -+ X is ball-condensing, but 
B(T(B))=B(T(A))~B(A)~B(B). 
(III)=(I). Assume that X does not have the /I-property. By 
Remark 2.2 there exists a subset A of X such that u(A) > 0. By Lemma 1.1 
there exists an cc-minimal subset B of A such that c1( B) > 0. We can assume 
that B = {xn :n E N }; put i = j(B)/cr(B). Since X does not have the 
P-property with constant 2, there exists an infinite subset A’ of X such that 
c(i < d(x, y) < CQ for every x E A’, y E A’, x # y and one of the following 
inequalities is satisfied 
By Lemma 1.1 choose an cc-minimal and p-minimal subset B’ of A’ such 
that p( B’) = p( A’). We can assume B’ = { y, : n E N }. If inequality (al) is 
satisfied, define T: B’ +X by Ty,,= /?(A’) b(B)-lx,. If inequality (az) is 
satisfied, define T: B + X by TX, = j?(B) P(A’)-‘y,. In both cases it is easy 
to check that T is set-condensing, but T is not ball-condensing. 
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3. SET-CONTRACTIONS AND BALL-CONTRACTIONS IN P-SPACES 
In this section we shall prove that every lp-space, 16 p 6 + co, has the 
b-property. In order to do thta we study some geometric properties of the 
IP-spaces. Namely, we study some relationships between the separation of a 
sequence (x,), in lp and the radii a, b of balls such that {x,: n E f+J } is 
contained in B(0, b)\B(O, a). We also study the existence of a vector v 
which minimizes the function d : lp --t R + defined by C&Z) = lim Ix, - zl. We 
shall use the following lemma, which can be easily proved by the Mean 
Value Theorem: 
3.1. LEMMA. Let r, s, p be positive numbers, p > 1. Then 
(a) Ir-slParP-psrPp’, 
(b) (r+s)P<rP+ps(r+s)Pp’. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let (x,), be a sequence in Ip, 1 < p < + co, such that 
(xi), -+ 0 for each kg N. Assume that there are constants a,, a*, CC,, CQ such 
that a, d Ix,, I 6 a2 and c(, d Ix, -x1 I < Tx2 for every n E N. Then 2(“P)a, < ~1~ 
and u1 <2”1P’a,. 
Proof Let E be an arbitrary positive number. Since Cp=, Ix; 1 p < + CC 
there exists m E N such that x2=,+, lxfjp < E. Since (xi), -+ 0 for 
k = 1, . . . . m, we can find n E N such that Ixf: Ip < .x/m if k = 1, . . . . m. 
Let yi=Cr=, xfe,, zi=CkZ_,,+] xfek (i= 1, n). We have 1x1---x,Ip= 
lY1-Y,,IP+I~l- z, I p and the inequalities 
lz,IP<E; Iy,IP>a:--E; lz,IP3a;-EE; IynIP<~; 
lzil da,, lyil 64 (i = 1, n). 
Since IY~-Y,/~~ I IY, I - Iv,1 Ip and Izl -z,Ipa I Iz,l- lz,l lp, we 
obtain from Lemma 3.1 
ly,-yy,Ip31y~Ip-pIynl ly,IP~'3a~-~-ppE"Pa~~' 
and analogously 
Therefore 
rf 2 Ix, - x1 I p 2 2af - 2& - 2pE11pa,P ~ I. 
Letting E -+ 0 we derive a$’ > 2ap. Since I y, + y, IP Q (I y, 1 + I y, 1)” and 
Iz, + z, ) p < (12, I + Iz, I)p, Lemma 3.1 gives us 
crf <2a; + 2pE”P(a, + E”~)~-‘. 
Letting E + 0 we derive c’$’ < 2a,P. 
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3.3. LEMMA. Let (x,), be a bounded sequence in ip, 1 < p < + co, such 
that (x:), + vk for euery k E N and there exists lim Ix,, - zj = d(z) for every 
2~1~. Then u= (u~)~ belongs to ip andfor every 2~1~ one has 4(z) > d(u). 
Furthermore, /I( {x, : n E N } ) = 24(u). 
Proof Case p > 1. Since (x,), converges weakly to u and the duality 
mapping J: Ip --) ly is sequentially continuous at zero when I* and Iy are 
endowed with the weak topologies, we have that J(x,- v) converges 
weakly to zero. By Lemma 1 in [12], 4 attains a unique minimum at u. 
Case p = 1. It is easy to check that u belongs to I’. Assume that there 
exists w E I ’ such that d(w) < 4(u) and write E = (4(v) - &w))/5. Now 
choose m E N such that 
and n E N such that 
I Ix,--WI -d(w)1 <6 I Ix,,--uI -d(v)l <G Ixi-ukI <E/171 
for k = 1, . ..) 01. Then 
$4(u)< Ix,--01 +&= f Ix;-ukI + f Ix:-ukI +E 
k=l k=m+ I 
k=mi 1 k=m+l k=m+ 1 
f 4F + Ix, - WI < 5s + 4(w) = qqu). 
This contradiction proves d(v) <d(z) for every z~l’. Furthermore, it is 
easy to check that this inequality is strict. Indeed, assume for a contradic- 
tion that d(u) = Q(w) for some u’ E I ’ and let ulk = uk for k = 1, . . . . h - 1 and 
~1’ f vh. Write e: = It? - M?~ l/3 and choose n, such that jxh, - vh I < E for every 
n 3 n,. Denote u = Ck+h wkek + vheh. Then for every n 3 n, we have 
Ix,, - WI = c 1x; - Wk I + 1.x; - wh/ 
kfh 
2 c Ix; - wk 1 + Iwh - vh 1 - Ix!: - uh I 
k f ii 
3 1 IX; - Wk 1 + 2E 
kfh 
= Ix, - UI + 2E - 1x; - vh 1 3 lx,, - UI + E. 
Taking limits as n + + CO we obtain ~(v)=~(~)~~(u)+E>~(u), con- 
tradicting the minimality of u. 
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Finally the minimality of v clearly implies /I( { x, : n E N }) = 24(v) for 
pb 1. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let X= IJ’ with 1 6 p < + CD. Then X has the P-property 
with constant p = 2’*- “lp. 
Proof: Let A be an infinite subset of X such that a, < Ix - yl d a2 for 
every x E A, y E A, x # y. By Lemma 1.1 there is a a-minimal subset B of A 
such that B(B) = b(A) and B = {x,, : n E N }. By using a diagonal method 
we can find a subsequence (y,), of (x,), such that (y:), -+ vk for every 
kE N. Since X is separable, we can also assume that there exists 
lim 1 y,, - zj = d(z) for every ZE Ip (see [9], Lemma 1.1). By Lemma 3.3 
2&v) = /I( { y,: nE N>)=/?(A). Let E be an arbitrary positive number. We 
can assume that 
~~‘~(A)-E<~JJ,,-v~ <~-‘B(A)+E. 
Since ai < I y, - y,, I 6 c(*, by Lemma 3.2 applied to the sequence ( yn - v),, 
we obtain 
2’,r(2p1B(A)-~)<~2; z, <2”p(2-‘fl(A)+~). 
Letting E + 0 we obtain GI, < 2” -p’lP/I(A) < a2. 
The above argument cannot be applied to 1” because it is not a 
separable space. However, it is obvious from the following proposition that 
I” has the p-property with constant /J = 1. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. Let A be a bounded set in Ip where p = 1 or p = + CD. 
Then a(A)=/?(A). 
Proof. Assume p = + cc. We know that u(A) < b(A) in every metric 
space. Let E be an arbitrary positive number and A,, . . . . A, sets in I” such 
that A is contained in lJ;=, Ai and diam A,< cx(A) + 8. For each ke N 
let $=inf {xk: XE A,}, fli=sup{xk: XE Ai}, c;= (~;+/$)/2, B,= 
B(c’, (cc(A) + s)/2). It is easy to check that Ajc Bi. Thus /3(A) 6 cl(A) + E. 
For p = 1 this proposition is a consequence of Corollary 2.4, because I’ 
has the P-property with constant 1 according to Theorem 3.4. 
3.6. Remark. Assume that Y is a metric space and X a subspace of Y. If 
A is a bounded set in X, it is well known that cc(A) has the same value 
when A is considered either as a subset of X or as a subset of Y. However, 
/?(A) depends on the space which contains the centers of the balls. Hence 
BAA 12 P AA) 2 4A ), where BAA) means that the set A is considered a 
subset of Z, and, in general, p,(A) #by(A). Since every separable Banach 
space is isometric to a subspace of l”, by Proposition 3.5 every separable 
Banach space X can be isometrically imbedded in a Banach space Y such 
that c(( A) = j3 ,,(A) for every bounded subset A of X. By Lemma 1 .l we 
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know that if B is contained in Y and Y is separable, there exists an 
u-minimal and b-minimal subset A of B such that /?(A) = p(B). This result 
is not true if Y = I”. Indeed, let B = {x: 1x1 = 1 } in a Hilbert space X, 
which is isometrically imbedded in I a: = Y. Since E(B) = 2 we have 
by(B) = 2. Assume that there exists an g-minimal and fly-minimal subset A 
of B such that By(B) = BY(A) = 2. Then a(A) = fly(A) = 2, contradicting the 
fact that every cc-minimal subset A of B satisfies N(A) < & (see [3, 
Prop. 3.61). 
The following result is clear from Theorem 2.5, Theorem 3.4, and 
Proposition 3.5. 
3.7. COROLLARY. Let D be a subset of Ip, 16 p < + co and T: D -+ lp 
set-condensing (resp. k-set-contractive). Then T is ball-condensing (resp. 
k-ball-contractive). If p = 1, + 00 and T: D -+ lp is ball-condensing (resp. 
k-ball-contractive) then T is set-condensing (resp. k-set-contractive). 
3.8. Remark. The space Lp( [0, 1]), 1 d p < co, p # 2, does not have the 
b-property. Indeed, let (A,), be a sequence of measurable subsets of [0, 11, 
with ),(A,,) > 0 for all n (1 is the Lebesgue measure) and Ain A, = 0 if 
i#j. For 1 bpb +co, define f,,p(t)=;l(An)-“P if tEA, and f,.,(t)=0 
otherwise, where we denote l/p =0 if p= + GO. It is easy to check that 
Ifn,p-fm,pI=21’p for all nEN/, rnE:N and If,,,l=l for all nEN/, where 
norms are considered in the corresponding space Lp( [0, 1 I). If f is a 
function in Lp([O, 1]), 1 <p< +cc and p-l+qP’=l, using the Hijlder 
inequality we obtain 
fn,,(Q f(t) dt 
/I,. lf(I)lpd~~“p 
and the last term converges to zero because IfI” E L’( [0, 11) and 
n(,4,) -+ 0. Thus we have for 1 d p < + co, f E Lp( CO, 11) 
1 = ~~fn,pWi(A”)Y’d~ = 
I 1.r 
lf..pWfn.,UW 
0 
< 
/J 
’ [f,,.(t)--f(t)lf,,,(t) dti + ~~~f(t)f,.,Wd~~ 
0 
G If,,, -f I + j-i f(t)f,,,(t) dt . 
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Taking the upper limit as n + + cc we obtain 1% lim sup If,,, -fl. Hence 
Pw”,p: n E IV}) = 2 for 1 6 p < + co. Thus if Lp( [0, 11) has the b-property 
with constant p, we have p = 2 (p-l)‘p. Now consider the “Rademacher 
functions” defined by rO(t) = 1 for all t E [0, 11, r,(t) = sign (sin 2”zt), 
n = 1, 2, . . . . It is easy to check that in LP([O, l]), 1 Q p < + 00, we have 
Ir -r l=2(PP’)‘p for all rn~tV/, ne/V; Irnl=l for all neN and 
lim 1; y,J,) f(t) dt = 0 for any function f~ L’( [0, 1 ] ). The same argument 
as above proves that p must be equal to 2’lp and 21ip # 2’p- ‘VP if p # 2. 
3.9. Remark. The space X= C( [0, 11) does not have the /?-property. 
Indeed, in [2, Example 9.61 a t-set-contractive linear mapping T:X+ X is 
constructed, which is not ball-condensing. 
3.10. Remark. If 1 < p < cc we can find a mapping T: lp + Ip which is 
1-ball-contractive, but it is not 1-set-contractive. The following example, 
which is considered in [3] for p = 2, shows this fact: Let 1 < p < + 00 and 
choose a positive number a such that 2” Pp”p < a < 1 and let (x,), be a 
dense sequence in B(0, a) in Ip. Define 
TX= f d,(x) x,, 
n=l 
where d,,(x)=max{(b-Ix-e,l)/b,O}, b=l-a. Since ~l({e,:n~N})= 
2’jp and CI( { Te,: n E N }) = 2a, T is not 1-set-contractive. To prove that T is 
1-ball-contractive, let A be a bounded subset of Zp. We can assume that 
A nB(e,,, b) # 0 for n EJ, J infinite, because otherwise fi(T(A))=O. We 
claim that /?(A) > 2a. Indeed, choose y, E B(e,, b) n A, n E J. If b > b(A)/2 
there exists an infinite set J’ c J and a vector z E ip such that { y,: n E J’> is 
contained in B(z, /I). Thus le, - ZI < /I + b for n E J’. Applying Lemma 3.3 
to a convenient subsequence of (en)ncJ, we obtain lim le, -zl =$(z) 2 
4(O) = 1. Thus /I > a and /?(A) 3 2~. Since T(A) is contained in B(0, a) we 
have p( T(A)) d 2a Q j?(A). 
In the linear case we can obtain further relationships between k-set- 
contractions and k-ball-contractions using some results of [7, 81. 
3.11. THEOREM. Let T: 1 p + 1 p be a linear mapping, 1 < p < + 00. Then 
T is a k-set-contraction if and only if T is a k-ball-contraction. 
Proof: It suffices to assume that 1 <p < + 00. Let T: lp+ lp be a 
k-ball-contraction. By Lemma 2 in [7], T*: lq -+ lq is a k-set-contraction, 
where q is the conjugated exponent of p. By Corollary 3.7, T* is a k-ball- 
contraction. Using again Lemma 2 of [7], T is a k-set-contraction. 
3.12. THEOREM. Let T: IP + IP be a linear mapping, 1~ p < + ~0. . 
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Assume that T is either set-condensing or ball-condensing and let 
k = /I( T( B(0, 1)))/2. Then T is k-set-contractive and k-ball-contractive. 
Proof: Since every set-condensing mapping T: lp + lp is ball-conden- 
sing, we can assume that T is ball-condensing. By Theorem 12 in [S], 
T*:ly+ly is a k-set-contraction with k = /I( T(B(0, 1)))/2 < 1. By 
Corollary 3.7, T* is a k-ball-contraction. Then T is a k-set-contraction by 
Lemma 2 of [7] and a k-ball-contraction by Corollary 3.7. 
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